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Big Picture for Causal Study

1. Recall that slope coefficient β1 =
dy
dx1

measures causal effect of x1 on y

2. Unbiased estimate of β1 requires exogeneity:

cov(x1,u) = 0 (1)

Exogeneity fails and endogeneity arises when error term u contains omitted variable w

3. Econometrics centers on resolving endogeneity issue:

(a) By doing experiment we can hold other factors constant (ceteris paribus), that is, let
u = c. It follows that cov(x1,c) = 0

(b) Value of x1 is randomly assigned in a randomized controlled trial (RCT) . It follows
that cov(randomnumber,u) = 0

(c) Multiple regression aims to take w out of u, i.e., control them

(d) Other approaches include instrumental variable, panel data regression, regression
discontinuity, and DID
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Main idea of DID

1. Some omitted variables or confounders are unobservable. So a multiple regression
cannot control them

(a) Example: in House data, “look” or “condition” of a house is unobserved

(b) Example: in Wage data, a worker’s motivation or ability is unobserved

2. The DID method aims to cancel out the bias caused by unobservable confounders

3. The DID method requires two groups and data from at least two periods, one before the
treatment and the other after the treatment. Effectively the DID method uses the control
group to provide counterfactual—what would have happened to the treatment group in
the absence of treatment
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Data

1. Suppose we have data for two groups, and for each group there are two periods

2. Example 1: a garbage incinerator was built (treatment occurred) between 1978 and
1981. We want to examine its causal or treatment effect on housing price. Houses close
to incinerator are treatment group; houses far away are control group. There are two
periods of data, one in 1978 and one in 1981.

3. Example 2: New Jersey increased minimum wage in 1992. Card and Kruger AER paper
estimates the treatment effect on employment by comparing fast food restaurants at
borders of New Jersey and Pennsylvania before and after 1992, see
https://davidcard.berkeley.edu/papers/njmin-aer.pdf
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DID based on Mean Comparison

Recall that when regressing outcome onto a binary treatment indicator (dummy variable),
the slope coefficient is difference in average outcome across treatment and control groups:

DID ≡ β̂
1981
1 − β̂

1978
1 (2)

= (ȳ1981,treatment − ȳ1981,control)− (ȳ1978,treatment − ȳ1978,control) (3)

= (ȳ1981,treatment − ȳ1978,treatment)− (ȳ1981,control − ȳ1978,control) (4)

Thus DID can be done in two equivalent ways

1. compare the treatment and control groups in post-treatment period; also compare them
in the pre-treatment period. Then do DID

2. compare the post and pre-treatment periods for the treatment group; also do the same
for the control group. Then do DID
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Why is the second difference necessary?

1. ȳ1978,treatment − ȳ1978,control captures the price difference before incinerator was built
(pre-treatment gap)

2. Exercise: think of one reason for pre-treatment gap

3. ȳ1981,control − ȳ1978,control captures other factors or confounders for price change

4. Exercise: think of one confounder
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Origin of terminology in medical science

1. A new medicine to reduce fever is developed. We want to evaluate whether the new
medicine is effective

2. We need to give new medicine to treatment group, and placebo to control group

3. We need to measure body temperature twice for everyone

4. The DID estimate is (ȳa f ter,treatment − ȳbe f ore,treatment)− (ȳa f ter,control − ȳbe f ore,control)

5. Exercise: what is the alternative way to get DID? Why is the second difference
necessary?
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Regression-based DID

1. Consider a (pooling) regression with two dummy variables and interaction term

y = β0 +β1D1 +β2D2 +β3(D1 ⋆D2)+u (DID Regression) (5)

where D1 = 1 for treatment group, and 0 for control group; D2 = 1 for post-treatment
period, and 0 for pre-treatment period

Table 1: Coefficients of DID Regression

D2 = 0 D2 = 1

D1 = 0 β0 (case A) β0 +β2 (case B)

D1 = 1 β0 +β1 (case C) β0 +β1 +β2 +β3 (case D)

2. It follows that β3 is DID estimate:

β3 = [(case D)− (case B)]− [(case C)− (case A)] (6)

β3 = [(case D)− (case C)]− [(case B)− (case A)] (7)
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Empirical example

First we use the formula (ȳ1981,treatment − ȳ1981,control)− (ȳ1978,treatment − ȳ1978,contro) to obtain
DID estimate. We run two separate (group-wise) regressions of outcome variable onto
treatment dummy, one using 1981 and the other using 1978.

> data(kielmc, package=’wooldridge’)

> coef(lm(rprice~nearinc, data=kielmc, subset=(year==1981)))

(Intercept) nearinc

101307.51 -30688.27

> coef(lm(rprice~nearinc, data=kielmc, subset=(year==1978)))

(Intercept) nearinc

82517.23 -18824.37

The DID estimate is −30688.27− (−18824.37) =−11863.90
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Remarks

1. Note that the estimate from the 1981 regression −30688.27 is biased because it fails to
account for the pre-treatment gap −18824.37

2. The negative pre-treatment gap confirms that a garbage incinerator was built in a place
where house prices were low in the first place
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Pooling regression

The groupwise-regression approach has the limitation of reporting no standard error for the
DID estimate. To fix that, we run a pooling regression with treatment dummy, time dummy,
and product of treatment dummy and time dummy (interaction term)

> interaction = kielmc$nearinc*kielmc$y81

> summary(lm(rprice~nearinc+y81+interaction, data=kielmc))$coefficients

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 82517.23 2726.910 30.260341 1.709246e-95

nearinc -18824.37 4875.322 -3.861154 1.368017e-04

y81 18790.29 4050.065 4.639502 5.116892e-06

interaction -11863.90 7456.646 -1.591051 1.125948e-01

The DID estimate is −11863.90, and is statistically insignificant
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Add controls

The treatment and control groups differ in observable confounders such as age. So we can
add control variables in the pooling regression

> summary(lm(rprice~nearinc+y81+interaction+area+age+baths, data=kielmc))$coefficients

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 9001.02846 4920.005128 1.8294754 6.827654e-02

nearinc -418.73009 3623.766039 -0.1155511 9.080822e-01

y81 11432.06343 2855.663491 4.0032950 7.800582e-05

interaction -8586.13739 5155.089561 -1.6655651 9.679738e-02

area 19.69298 2.393198 8.2287301 5.104352e-15

age -170.00126 41.236907 -4.1225511 4.800738e-05

baths 13862.47213 2369.136291 5.8512768 1.226083e-08

The new DID estimate is −8586.14, which is significant at 10% level.
Exercise: What does 11432 imply? How to obtain treatment effect in percentage?
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DID cancels out bias

We first regress outcome onto treatment indicator using 1981 data, and get a biased estimate
for the treatment effect

β̂
1981
1 → β1 +OV B1981 (8)

where the OVB is due to unobserved confounders such “look”. Then we run the regression
using the 1978 data, and obtain

β̂
1978
1 → 0+OV B1978 (9)

where the treatment effect is 0 since 1978 was before the incinerator was built. If we assume

OV B1978 = OV B1981 (similar confounder assumption) (10)

then the DID estimator can be obtained as follows, and is unbiased estimate for β1

DID ≡ β̂
1981
1 − β̂

1978
1 → β1 (11)

The similar confounder assumption fails if houses in treatment group change their looks
more than control group from 1978 to 1981.
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Parallel trend assumption

1. In general there can be more than two periods. DID is valid under the common or
parallel trend assumption— the control group mimics the imaginary trend
(counterfactual) for the treatment group that would occur in absence of treatment

2. The treatment effect is estimated by the gap between actual trend and counterfactual
trend for the treatment group in the post-treatment periods

3. The parallel trend assumption can be illustrated by next diagram, in which the treatment
effect is vertical distance between points E and F

4. Exercise: Can we use gap between E and B as an estimate for the treatment effect?
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DID Diagram
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Remarks

1. The black line represents the time path or trend of control group

2. The red line represents the actual trend for treatment group. It has a kink at point D,
where the treatment occurs

3. Under parallel trend assumption, CD and AB are parallel. Therefore, green line DF
represents the counterfactual trend for the treatment group that would occur in absence
of treatment

4. The DID estimate of the treatment effect is the gap EF

5. Comparing the treatment and control groups only in post-treatment periods (gap EB) is
problematic since it fails to account for pre-treatment gap CA, which equals gap FB

6. Comparing the post and pre-treatment periods only for the treatment group (comparing
E to C) is problematic since outcome would change from C to F even without the
treatment
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Example 1 of DID Diagram
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Example 2 of DID Diagram
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Common trend—basically we need to show that treatment and control
groups have similar time paths in the pre-treatment periods. We are
comparing apple to apple, not apple to orange. After treatment, we want
to see the gap between trends either to diverge or converge. Treatment
effect is missing if the gap between two trends remain unchanged
throughout time
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Q5 of HW3

1. Please run two separate regressions to report (ȳ1981,treatment − ȳ1978,treatment) and
(ȳ1981,control − ȳ1978,control). Verify that we would get the same DID estimate
−11863.90. (Hint: consider using the y81 dummmy variable as regressor. The subset
part in lm function need to be re-specified)
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